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Voltsy Electrical, established in 2020 by Braedan
Griffin, has swiftly become a trusted electrical
contractor in Auckland. Specialising in  residential
and commercial maintenance, we are dedicated
to delivering exceptional, tailored electrical
solutions

We understand that every property is unique and
requires meticulous attention to detail. That's why
our team of highly skilled and detail-oriented
electricians is committed to providing the highest
level of service.

From the initial design stage to the final execution,
we communicate closely with our clients, ensuring
that every aspect of the job meets and exceeds
their expectations.

Our mission is to deliver excellence in electrical
contracting services, providing innovative
solutions that enhance the functionality,
efficiency, and aesthetics of your space.

With 8 years of experience and a deep
understanding of industry trends and
technologies, we are constantly pushing the
boundaries of what's possible in electrical
installations.

What sets us apart is our dedication to working
within a structured framework that ensures
consistency in reliability.

By actively listening to your needs and
understanding your requirements, we can tailor
our services to align perfectly, ensuring the
utmost satisfaction throughout the entire process.

We take pride in delivering effective, efficient and
cost-effective solutions without compromising
quality or safety.

Welcome to Voltsy Electrical, your
trusted electrical contracting
partner in Auckland, New Zealand. 

Our Story



Our Clients

Construction Companies

Total Fitouts
CNE Construction

DPSL
Datum Design

CT Construction

Mastercraft Construction
Stroud Homes

Page and Daley Builders
Just Bathrooms

IOT Construction



Cheryl Jane

What Clients Say

"Prompt communications. Quality and
detail of workmanship is second to
none."

"Very nice person to deal with.  
Turned up when he said he would, and
did a fantastic job!!!!  Would definitely

recommend him to anyone, and we
will certainly get him back again when

we next need something done."

"The guys detected the issue; was
prepared to come out late evening to
ensure elderly parents had hot water

until the problem could be solved.
Outstanding level of service. Thank you
and yes, we would highly recommend

you."

"Highly recommend Voltsy. Great
communication throughout the job

and very prompt service"

Isaac 

"These guys are up for the challenge
and did a great job. Very clean,

efficient and professional. I would
recommend to anyone!"

Francois

"Voltsy came around to look at a
tripped breaker for me, they had the
problem fixed and power back on in a

flash, was very professional and
cleaned up after himself. Great

service, would highly recommend!."

Brent

"Got a small job sorted for me, great
communication and professional

service. Job done well. I highly
recommend Voltsy."

Campbell

"Turned up when he said he would,
and did a fantastic job "



Our Services

"At Voltsy Electrical, we understand the significance of having reliable
expertise right when you need it.

 Whether it involves the design and installation on a new project,
planned maintenance, or urgent electrical matters, our electrical team
embodies streamlined organisation and a wealth of experience, setting

us apart at the forefront of absolute reliability. Trust in us to
consistently provide dependable and first-rate service, meeting all

your electrical needs."

Braedan - Director



24/7 Call-Out Assistance: We offer round-the-clock availability to provide assistance
whenever you need it.

Emergency Response Within 2 Hours: In case of emergencies, our team guarantees to
be on-site within 2 hours of your call.

Expert Electricians with Premises and Equipment Knowledge: Our experienced
electricians possess intimate knowledge of your premises and equipment, ensuring
effective and efficient service.

Professional Technicians: Our technicians are not only well-presented but also well-
spoken, maintaining a high level of professionalism in their communication.

Clear and Concise On-Site Issue Communication: We ensure clear and concise
communication of any on-site issues to keep you informed every step of the way.

Accurate Service History Recording: All service history is accurately recorded, helping us
to keep track of maintenance and provide you with comprehensive records.

24/7 Call-Out Assistance: We offer round-the-clock availability to provide assistance
whenever you need it.

Emergency Response Within 2 Hours: In case of emergencies, our team guarantees to
be on-site within 2 hours of your call.

Proactive and Reactive: Our experienced electricians are equipt with an electrical home
safety checklist to ensure that the electrical system in your home is at it always at its
safest.

Professional Technicians: Our technicians are well-presented and well-spoken,
maintaining a high level of professionalism in their communication.

Clear and Concise On-Site Issue Communication: We ensure clear and concise
communication of any on-site issues to keep you informed every step of the way.

Residential - Maintenance

Commercial - Maintenance 



Commercial lighting design: Professional design and installation including lumen-level
lighting plans for office spaces.

Retail & Hospitality fit-outs: Our team has extensive experience in retail and hospitality
fit-outs with a strong knowledge of kitchen power and lighting requirements.

Data: Our experienced electricians can install, test, and commission data cabling and
cabinets with specialist experience in Rittal A/C integrated cabinets.

Emergency lighting: Emergency lighting PS1 design, installation, and routine
maintenance including site-specific test sheets.

Cable management systems: We can provide design for cable management systems
including PS1 for seismic ratings.

Health & Safety: We have an up-to-date health & safety policy and all of our electricians
are site-safe certified.

Electrical & Lighting Design: We offer complete electrical & lighting design customised to
your unique project and budget.

Latest Software: Using the latest design software, we invite you to the office to go over
your final design on an interactive platform and quote on the spot.

Streamlined Organisation: Our organisation uses Katipolt software to streamline our
project management. 

Professional Technicians: Our technicians are well-presented and well-spoken,
maintaining a high level of professionalism in their communication.

Clear and Concise On-Site Communication: We ensure clear and concise
communication of any on-site issues to keep you informed every step of the way.

Health & Safety: We have an up to date health & safety policy and all of our electricians
are site-safe certified.

Residential - Projects

Commercial - Projects 



Braedan is the founder and
director of Voltsy Electrical. After
returning  in 2020 from an OE in
Europe, he started Voltsy and has
grown it to a team of electricians
and an office manager. He's a bit
of a foodie, loves to mountain bike
and spend time at the beach with
his dog Bella!

Our Team

Braedan - Owner &
Managing Director

Amanda -  Office
Manager

Amanda is employed as Voltsy's
Office Manager and Health &
Safety officer. With years of
experience as office manager
before joining Voltsy, Amanda has
brought with her a wealth of
experience. In her spare time you
can catch her reading a book,
gardening and spending time out
on the boat (fishing or reading or
both!).



Get in
touch
with us!

office@voltsyelectrical.co.nz

www.voltsyelectrical.co.nz

021 362 631

braedan@voltsyelectrical.co.nz

www.voltsyelectrical.co.nz

022 532 9677

Insurance Company : AIG New Zealand
Type: Public Liability

Coverage: $5,000,000
Policy number: BIZ 117909

Business name : Voltsy Electrical Ltd
GST: 131-968-396

NZBN: 9429048225076


